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Residencia Guest House Islamabad

Residencia Guest House Islamabad , Offering the best in luxury at the most affordable prices.

Oct. 20, 2008 - PRLog -- Residencia Guest House is your home away from home.  Residencia Guest House
is located in Sector G - 9 /1 , which is few minutes walk from fast developing business and commercial
center of Islamabad, the Jinnah Avenue, yet assures the quietness and comforts of staying, which is a
hallmark of Islamabad.

Aesthetically, artistically and lavishly appointed Executive suites, family rooms, Twin and single bed with
all the other modern amenities combined with our traditional personalized guest care, which has
distinctively earned us over-spoken reputation and of course as your first choice Guest House in Islamabad,
an absolute value for your money.

OUR SERVICES

Residencia Guest House offer twenty four hours luxurious and elegantly appealing rooms with the most
modern amenities listed below:

* 24 hours manned reception and information desk

* A wide choice of spacious Executive Suites, Family rooms, Deluxe Single and Double rooms.

* All rooms are equipped with individual air-conditioning, central heating, mini bar , color television with
multi-channel satellite programs and in-house movies on request.

* All rooms have well designed attached baths with selected fittings and instant running hot and cold water,
heaters and telephone extensions. Hair dryers are a part of our Club Floor bathrooms.

* Nation-wide and INTERNATIONAL direct dialing facility.Fully functional kitchen offers a variety of
much appreciated Pakistani, Chinese and Continental breakfast, lunch and dinner menu shared with 24
hours room service.

* Air port pick and drop by executive cars.

* Same day dry cleaning, laundry and immediate shoe polish facilities.

* Doctor on call.

* Maximum security measures have been taken as the premises are guarded by befitting and most
professional security service with free of cost secured car parking.

* All major credit cards are accepted.

BUSINESS CENTER

For our distinguished guests, we have got a business centre where they are provided with all the facilities
required for doing their important tasks. Pc is provided equipped with all the necessary business tools like
printer, fax etc. Also the facility of fast internet connection (dsl) in rooms is provided.
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RESTAURANT & DINING

We provide restaurant and dining facilities for our distinguished guests. Our chefs can provide you all the
types of food you want. They have specialized in all sorts of Chinese,Continental, Italian,

English and of course most spicy and delicious Pakistani foods which are liked by foreigners as well as
locals alike.Our Dining Hall has a splendor of its own. For an evening of refined and wholesome dining in
most peaceful atmosphere, it is an ideal place. Most important of all, you will admire our efficient service.

We are also able to offer Roof Top Bar Bq facilities as well on request.

Contact US

Location: Residencia Guest House
Sector g 9 / 1
Street 47
House Number 699
Islamabad
Pakistan

Phone:  +92 (0) 51 2280517

Mobile: +92 (0) 321 3070100

enail: guest.house@live.com

# # #

Residencia Guest House is located in Sector G - 9 /1 , which is few minutes walk from fast developing
business and commercial center of Islamabad, the Jinnah Avenue, yet assures the quietness and comforts of
staying.

--- End ---

Source Residencia Guest House
City/Town Islamabad
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Zip 46000
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